
The Evolution and Growth of Nearby Galaxy Groups

Introduction: 
Containing glowing structures of stars, gas, and dust, galaxy groups are some of the most interesting 

collections in the cosmos. These massive bodies hold the majority of galaxies found in the local universe 

(Ryden). Thus, the internal interactions and formation of galaxy groups impact the galaxies inside them 

crucially. There are still lingering questions about galaxy dynamics, specifically surrounding how galaxy 

groups are formed and how their individual members evolve, with theories spanning from crashing 

collisions (Tempel et. al.) to the quenching of star formation (Eales et al.). By working with galaxy properties 

such as color, luminosity, position, and mass, this project has strived to unlock galaxy evolution and the 

group environment through the study of its members.

Sample: 
The first step of this project was to assemble a sample of galaxy groups whose properties could be studied. 

One of the most important criteria was to find groups containing galaxies from the extensive Sloan Digital 

Sky Survey where a greater range of properties could be collected. Since assembling galaxy groups often 

requires difficult algorithms, the Mr18 group catalog created by the Berlind et al. (2006) group using SDSS 

galaxies and a tested friends-of-friends group-finding algorithm proved to be perfect. Electing for groups 

from the Mr18 Catalog with the lowest limiting magnitude of -18, a sample of 19 groups containing 33 to 20 

members were chosen. The Mr18 member catalog also provided complete position, redshift, color (g-r), 

and r-band luminosity (M) data for each member galaxy. Thus, the Berlind et al. Mr18 catalog provides 

complete and reliable data to study the group environment. 

Methods:
To study these 19 group environments and their member galaxies, this project used a variety of 

computational and graphical methods. 

SDSS Queries: SDSS queries were made using data release seven (DR7) ObjIDs linked to a version of the 

catalog found in the Berlind et al. 2006 paper. Since SDSS replaced all object identifiers with their 8th data 

release, any query needed to be joined with the PhotoObjDR7 table to access SDSS data. Some useful 

measures collected from SDSS were best-fit stellar log masses, specific star formation, morphologies, and 

velocity dispersions. Since the stellar mass data for the majority of groups was incomplete, r-band 

luminosity was a more reliable inter-group measure for comparing group color.

Figures: All project figures were created using Python’s Matplotlib and NumPy data visualization and 

array libraries. Information pertinent to their scaling and axes can be found in the following sections.

Position Scaling: In order to graph each member galaxy’s position in terms of physical units, member 

right ascension and declination needed to be converted to distance from the group’s center. First, the group 

center RA and Dec given by the Mr18 group catalog is subtracted from each member galaxy’s RA and Dec. 

This gives a ΔRA or ΔDec value from the group’s center in degrees. These are then converted to arcminutes. 

E.L. Wright’s “A Cosmology Calculator for the World Wide Web” and group redshift are used to produce an 

angular size distance factor in kpc/”. Multiplying each ΔRA or ΔDec value by this factor and 0.001 gives the 

physical distance of each member galaxy from their group’s center in Megaparsecs. These ΔRA or ΔDec 

values are then plotted to produce a picture of each galaxy’s position in space. This process was used in 

figures 3-21  to map member galaxy position.

Magnitude Scaling: To incorporate absolute magnitude into figures 3-21, each position point was 

scaled for the galaxy’s r-band absolute magnitude. Since the r-band absolute magnitude of member galaxies 

only fell between a range of -17 and -23, this project instead utilized the brightness of each galaxy 

compared to the survey cut-off M = -18 to determine marker size in figures 3-21. Each galaxy’s luminosity 

was scaled using the  formula 10^((-18-Mr)/2.512) where Mr is the member galaxy’s absolute r-band 

magnitude and 2.512 is the brightness factor between objects with a magnitude differing by one (McClure). 

These markers were then multiplied by a factor of 20 to make them visible. This scaling process was also 

used to create figure 22, which provides a visual key for comparison with figures 3-21.

Axes and Color Bars: To accomodate all member data, figures 3-21 contain the same axes and color bar 

scale to allow for intergroup comparison. the g-r scale used in the colorbar is comparable to that in the 

Angthopo et al. paper (2019) for uncorrected g-r color.

Results:

Fig.23: Color Magnitude Diagram of Galaxies in Mr18 Groups
Figure 21 is a standard color-magnitude diagram with an added colorbar. Figure 21 includes the 477 member galaxies contained within the sample’s 19 

Mr18 galaxy groups. As seen in the diagram, this survey contains a large number of red galaxies with varying luminosities. 

diagrams, the mass inside the sample groups isn’t evenly dispersed.  Proportionally, markers for red galaxies 

grow or remain constant in figures 24 and 25, showing a large mass of stars contribute to galaxy luminosity. 

The markers for blue galaxies shrink substantially when scaled for stellar mass, indicative of more highly 

luminous stars. Thus, color-mass diagrams provide important information qualifying a group’s stellar 

population when combined with color magnitude diagrams.

One important property for studying galaxy evolution is determining where a galaxy falls on the galaxy 

sequence. Consisting of the red sequence, blue cloud, and green valley, the galaxy sequence describes a 

process where blue galaxies become red through some star-formation quenching process in the green  

valley (Eales et al.). Galaxies are placed on this sequence through their optical properties and methods 

described in the Angthopo et al. (2019) paper. Since the galaxy sequence describes an evolutionary process 

where galaxy properties and functionality drastically change, it is important to identify where member 

galaxies lie as a subsequent step of this project. Changing galaxies may indicate a changing group 

environment, especially if they lie in the green valley. 

Conclusion:
In conclusion, this project has allowed for the study of 19 high-mass galaxy groups containing 477 

members. To learn about the environment around them, the spatial positioning, color, and luminosity of 

these galaxies was examined and mapped. These figures reveal a sample-wide trend towards red galaxies, 

consistent with figure 23. The most luminous galaxy and most massive galaxy (when applicable) in each 

group was also red. This project has granted useful tools for future study as well, providing methodology 

and calculators to be applied to groups with more complete data or data spanning beyond the visible light 

spectrum SDSS covers. Overall, by continuing to study galaxy properties in the context of their evolution 

and environment, the most pertinent questions surrounding 200 billion residents of the night sky can finally 

be answered (Howel).

.

Fig. 3-21: Group RA vs.  Dec  with Color and Absolute Magnitude
Scaled for absolute r-band magnitude and distance, these figures combine member galaxy position, luminosity and color to create a picture of each 

galaxy group in space. The group center is marked with a black “x” for reference.  These figures contain ΔRA and ΔDec values plotted along the x and 

y axes with markers scaled for absolute magnitude using described methods. Identical in the scales of their axis, these figures are an important tool 

for qualitative and quantitative comparison between each of the sample’s 19 groups. 

Fig. 22:  Absolute Magnitude Scale
This figure contains hypothetical galaxies scaled for r-band absolute magnitude using the method applied in the scaling of the markers for figures 

3-21. Its bubbles are labeled and scaled with standard magnitudes for the purpose of comparison. 

Fig. 24-25: 
These figures are identical to figures one and two in all aspects 

except that their markers are scaled for member stellar mass 

instead of r-band absolute magnitude. This scaling was done by 

exponentiating each log stellar mass using a base value of 10. 

These large masses in terms of solar masses were then divided 

by a factor of 500,000,000 to ensure each marker fit within the 

figures.  
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As seen in figures 3-23, these 19 massive 

galaxy groups contain a diverse array of 

characteristics, with a few notable trends. This 

sample contains a large number of red 

galaxies with varying luminosities, as seen in 

figure 21. This sample bias may potentially 

substantiate the hypothesis that groups  

generally contain redder, elliptical galaxies 

(Cooray). However, the sample only contains 

high mass groups with 20-33 members. The 

most luminous galaxy in each group is also red 

in color. The most massive galaxy in groups 

388 and 555 is also red.  

One notable tangent about stellar population 

is seen when comparing figures three and four 

to their counterparts 24 and 25, where 

markers are scaled for stellar mass instead of 

luminosity. As seen in these mass-color 
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Fig. 1-2: Galaxy Groups
These two galaxy group images, 

HCG 48 and “Stephan's Quintet”, 

were comprised using Australian 

Astronomical Observatory and 

Hubble Legacy Archive data. These 

images show how individual galaxy 

properties are warped through 

interactions within the group 

environment. 
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